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Medium- and high-spin states of 132La have been studied based on the data obtained from 100Mo(36S, p3n)
and 116Cd(23Na, α3n) fusion-evaporation reactions using the EUROBALL and Gammasphere detector arrays,
respectively. Triple-γ coincidence relations, angular correlations, and linear polarizations of the observed γ
transitions have been deduced. The level scheme of 132La has been considerably extended, and unambiguous
spin and parity values have been assigned to most of the excited states. The configuration of one of the bands
is πg7/2(h11/2)2νh11/2 instead of the previously thought πh11/2νh11/2; thus its previously suggested magnetic
rotational character cannot be upheld. The observed similarities between the level structures of 132La and 134Pr
suggest the possible existence of a third πh11/2νh11/2 band in 132La that may show chiral features.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.87.044323 PACS number(s): 21.10.Hw, 21.10.Re, 23.20.Lv, 27.60.+j
I. INTRODUCTION
Rotational bands in odd-odd A ≈ 135 nuclei have attracted
great interest since it was suggested that the near degeneracy
of the two observed πh11/2νh−111/2 bands in 134Pr [1] could
be caused by chiral symmetry breaking [2]. According to
the chiral scenario, the angular momentum of the triaxially
deformed nuclear core aligns along the intermediate axis,
while the angular momenta of the particle-type and the
hole-type quasiparticles align along the short and the long
axes, respectively, in order to minimize the interaction energy.
Thus, a triplet of mutually perpendicular vectors is formed,
and this triplet can be oriented either in a left-handed or
right-handed way. This leads to the doubling of the rotational
bands corresponding to such configurations [2–4]. Besides the
near degeneracy, the chiral partner bands are also expected to
exhibit similar electromagnetic properties, e.g., similar B(E2)
and B(M1) reduced transition probabilities. Up to now, several
chiral-candidate doublet band structures have been observed
in the A ≈ 130 and A ≈ 105 mass regions (see, e.g., Ref. [5])
as well as in the A ≈ 190 and A ≈ 80 mass regions [6,7].
The first two nuclei where chiral-candidate doublet band
structure was observed were 134Pr [1] and 132La [8]. In both
nuclei, however, Doppler-shift attenuation method (DSAM)
lifetime experiments demonstrated that the B(E2) values in the
chiral-candidate doublet bands differ considerably from each
other [9–11]. Thus, for these nuclei the chiral scenario does
not seem to hold. For 134Pr, several new theoretical attempts
have been made to explain the nature of the observed doublet
structure [9,12–14], but these have led to different conclusions.
They all have concentrated on the doublet structure; however,
very recently a third πh11/2νh−111/2 band was observed in
134Pr [15] which could be a chiral partner of the previously
known πh11/2νh−111/2 side band. This observation may initiate
a rethinking of the present explanations.
In 132La, a new band has also been observed [16] which is
linked by several transitions to the yrast πh11/2νh−111/2 band and
has similar B(E2) reduced transition probabilities to that of the
yrast band [10]. However, the spins and parities of the levels
in the new band could not be deduced unambiguously due to
the lack of statistics in the experiment. Thus, the quasiparticle
configuration of this band is ambiguous. It has been tentatively
assigned to the πh11/2νh−111/2 configuration [16]. Recently,
the observed properties of these three assumed πh11/2νh−111/2
bands in 132La have been described well with the shears
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mechanism with principal axis cranking (SPAC) model as
magnetic rotational bands with different planar symmetries
and with a remarkable contribution of collectivity [17]. If the
above assumption for the configuration of the new band is
right, then it can correspond to the third πh11/2νh−111/2 band in
134Pr, and according to the similarity between the two nuclei,
the three πh11/2νh−111/2 bands in 134Pr could also be explained
as magnetic rotational bands. However, if the new band has
a different configuration, then we can expect the existence
of another band in 132La with the πh11/2νh−111/2 configuration,
which could be observed in a higher-statistics experiment.
In order to determine the quasiparticle configuration of the
new rotational band in 132La, we have studied the medium-
and high-spin structure of this nucleus in two heavy-ion
fusion-evaporation reaction experiments. We describe the
experimental details in Sec. II, detail the obtained new level
scheme in Sec. III, and discuss the band configurations and the
similarity between 132La and 134Pr in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS
Study of the 132La band structure was carried out based on
data obtained from two experiments. In the first experiment,
the 100Mo(36S, p3n) reaction was used at a bombarding
energy of 160 MeV. The beam was provided by the Vivitron
accelerator at Institut de Recherches Subatomiques (IReS),
Strasbourg, with an intensity of approximately 30 enA. The
target was made of a single 500 μg/cm2 self-supporting,
enriched 100Mo foil. The γ rays were detected by the
EUROBALL IV spectrometer [18], which consisted of 15
cluster [19], 26 clover [20], and 30 tapered Ge detectors.
The cluster detectors were placed at backward angles, and
the clover detectors were positioned symmetrically in two
rings at near 90◦ relative to the beam direction. The data
collected with the EUROBALL detector array were used to
determine γ -ray energies, intensities, coincidence relations,
and linear-polarization values.
In the other experiment, 132La was populated using the
116Cd(23Na, α3n) fusion-evaporation reaction at a beam en-
ergy of 115 MeV. The experimental setup consisted of the
Gammasphere detector array of 99 large-volume, Compton-
suppressed HPGe detectors in 16 rings covering a large
fraction of 4π . The experiment using the Gammasphere
detector system was used to Directional Correllation from
Oriented Nuclei (DCO) information in order to assign γ -ray
multipolarities.
In the EUROBALL experiment, approximately 1.5 × 109
four- or higher-fold coincidence events were collected and
unfolded into triple coincidences. For the analysis of the
triple-coincidence relations, the RADWARE software package
has been used [21]. Typical γ γ γ -coincidence spectra are
presented in Fig. 1. Energies and relative intensities of the γ
transitions of 132La determined from the γ γ γ -coincidence
cube are given in Table I. The energy and intensity calibration
of the Ge detectors were made by using 133Ba and 152Eu
radioactive sources. The systematic errors due to the energy
and efficiency calibrations were estimated to be ∼0.2 keV and
∼5%, respectively. A total of 107 transitions were detected
in the studied nucleus, almost one quarter of which have been
assigned to it in the present work.
In order to obtain information on the γ -ray multipolarities
of 132La, angular-correlation information [22] was extracted
from the data collected in the Gammasphere experiment.
For the DCO analysis, we used the three most forward and
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FIG. 1. Typical γ γ γ -coincidence spectra obtained in the present work showing the placement of the γ rays in band 3.
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TABLE I. Energies, relative intensities, DCO ratios, polarization
values (Pol.), multipolarities (Mult.), and the spin-parities and
energies of initial levels of γ rays assigned to 132La. RDCO values
are obtained from dipole gates unless noted otherwise.
Eγ Iγ RDCO Pol. Mult. Iπi Ei
33.5(8)a 1.2(8)a 7− 391
38.1(5)a 28.3(11)a 8+ 708
66.8(5) 27.4(11) M1 9+ 775
96.5(5) 6.6(5) 0.42(8)b M1 4− 232
117.2(5) 1.7(5) 6+ 508
129.6(8) 4.5(6) 0.46(12)b M1 5− 362
131.3(6) 3.4(6) 0.81(13)b D + Q 6− 522
135.5(5) 8.5(6) 0.85(10)b D + Q 3− 136
150.4(3) 14.2(7) 6+ 508
160.5(5) 9.4(6) 0.67(6)b M1 6− 522
160.7(3) 97.2(2) 1.11(5) −0.36(26)c M1 10+ 936
161.5(3) 18.9(9) 1.13(6) −0.36(26)c M1 7+ 670
164.5(5) 3.3(6) 0.63(10)b D 6− 522
168.5(8)d 0.9(6) 7− 753
169.1(3) 56.6(7) 0.65(25)b −0.50(30) M1 7− 358
173.4(5) 4.8(6) 0.48(6)b D 5− 362
190.5(8) 0.7(5) 0.93(5) D 9+ 776
202.5(3) 47.2(5) 0.47(8)b −0.30(20) M1 7− 391
227.3(3) 7.6(5) 8(−) 585
230.6(4) 19.8(7) 0.41(5)b −0.35(21) M1 7− 753
242.0(8) 2.6(6) 1.07(10) −0.73(46) M1 13− 2907
253.4(5) 4.6(9) (7−) 776
258.7(4) 5.3(8) 0.88(15) −0.10(37) M1 14− 3166
278.7(3) 44.3(13) 1.96(11) −0.21(15) E1e 7+ 670
288.6(5) 4.5(6) 9(−) 874
288.7(10) 0.5(6) 11(−) 1572
293.3(5) 100.0(21) 0.87(9)c −0.17(5)c M1 11+ 1229
293.8(5) 84.9(23) 0.87(9)c −0.17(5)c M1 12+ 1523
305.2(5) 10.4(7) 1.05(9) −0.29(23)c M1 17− 4087
306.5(5) 8.8(7) 1.13(11) −0.29(23)c M1 15− 3472
309.3(5) 9.6(7) 1.13(11) −0.63(40) M1 16− 3781
312.3(3) 16.6(8) 1.98(12) −0.45(32) E1e 7+ 670
319.9(3) 39.6(5) 1.99(11) −0.34(26) E1e 6+ 508
334.2(5) 4.3(6) 1.04(32)b E1e 6− 522
350.4(4) 11.8(9) 1.05(7) 0.8(6) E1 8+ 708
358.5(4) 14.2(6) 0.91(9) −0.59(35) M1 18− 4445
360.8(9) 4.3(10) 12+ 1916
368.7(9)d 1.9(7) (10−) 1536
380.2(6) 3.6(5) 13+ 2296
380.2(8) 0.9(5) 10(−) 1254
383.9(3) 12.6(6) 19− 4829
385.2(3) 54.7(9) 0.84(10) −0.10(6) M1 14+ 2301
391.2(4) 5.3(7) 9− 1167
392.1(3) 71.7(7) 0.97(5) −0.19(7) M1 13+ 1915
393.1(8) 1.6(5) (19−) 4948
403.8(10) 4.3(9) 14+ 2700
409.5(10) 0.3(5) 10(−) 1283
414.0(3) 29.7(7) 1.14(14)b Q 9− 1167
427.0(5) 4.7(7) 1.25(26) D 15+ 3127
432.1(5) 11.9(6) 0.96(11) −0.35(20) M1 20− 5261
447.9(5) 5.7(7) 0.54(11)b −0.31(17) M1 12− 2172
452.2(5) 26.4(6) 0.96(6)c −0.30(11)c M1 16+ 3206
453.4(3) 41.5(8) 0.96(6)c −0.30(11)c M1 15+ 2754
463.0(8) 3.6(6) (20−) 5411
481.4(5) 8.0(5) 21− 5742
TABLE I. (Continued.)
Eγ Iγ RDCO Pol. Mult. Iπi Ei
481.5(3) 23.0(10) 1.06(9) 0.22(13) E1 7+ 670
487.5(5) 11.8(5) 1.09(14) −0.48(22) M1 18+ 4200
498.1(8) 7.5(5) 0.92(15) −0.51(20) M1 22− 6241
506.6(4) 18.9(8) 0.99(6)b −0.29(27) M1 17+ 3713
516.9(5) 5.0(5) (18−) 4554
519.9(10) 4.9(6) 0.59(15)b D 14− 2912
547.5(5) 5.7(5) 0.91(20) −0.37(18) M1 23− 6788
556.8(3) 33.0(8) 1.82(22) 0.24(14) E2 11− 1724
559.0(7) 6.1(5) 0.92(16) −0.30(21) M1 19+ 4759
563.4(10) 3.2(5) 24− 7351
564.8(5) 8.9(7) 0.44(9)b D 7− 753
572.6(5) 6.3(5) (16−) 3735
574.6(6) 1.4(6) 2.14(28) −0.40(28) E1e 16− 3781
587.4(4) 20.8(9) 1.91(11) 0.32(32) E2 12+ 1523
614.9(6) 2.4(5) 1.79(14) Q 16− 3781
615.0(6) 4.7(5) 1.76(15) Q 17− 4087
621.6(12) 4.7(9) 11+ 1556
636.5(8)d 1.9(7) 12− 2172
664.3(10) 1.9(6) 18− 4445
667.8(4) 27.4(9) 1.04(10)b 0.62(26) E2 13− 2392
668.7(5) 2.7(5) 10(−) 1254
686.7(4) 17.0(8) 2.01(13) 0.32(20) E2 13+ 1915
687.4(15) 1.6(9) 12+ 1916
699.4(12) 4.3(5) 11(−) 1573
718.5(6) 4.3(6) 2.22(45) E1e 15− 3472
739.9(8) 4.0(6) 14− 2912
742.3(5) 2.9(7) 19− 4829
770.5(6) 21.5(7) 0.97(10)b 0.84(18) E2 15− 3162
772.8(12) 3.6(9) 0.91(6) D 13+ 2296
777.6(4) 33.5(6) 1.91(11) 0.35(28) E2 14+ 2301
785.1(5) 6.6(8) 0.79(9) D 14+ 2700
815.4(6) 3.4(10) 2.29(31) Q 20− 5261
822.7(10) 4.7(7) (16−) 3735
838.7(4) 22.6(8) 2.08(14) 0.44(28) E2 15+ 2754
841.4(11) 4.5(6) (13−) 2414
864.9(8) 8.7(6) 2.08(19) −0.50(20) E1e 14− 3166
875.2(5) 15.1(7) 1.01(16)b Q 17− 4037
906.3(7) 23.2(6) 2.13(19)b 0.42(27) E2 16+ 3206
910.5(6) 6.0(5) (19−) 4948
913.2(8) 5.4(6) 1.81(21) Q 21− 5742
958.6(3) 12.1(6) 1.68(27) Q 17+ 3713
975.0(12) 4.0(5) (15−) 3389
979.6(8) 4.8(5) 1.72(26) 0.39(25) E2 22− 6241
992.0(12) 6.8(7) 2.21(18) E1e 13− 2907
994.2(7) 14.2(6) 0.80(26)b 0.67(48) E2 18+ 4200
1018.9(10) 9.4(6) 1.9(19) 0.65(64) E2 20+ 5219
1045.6(6) 3.6(5) 23− 6788
1046.4(10) 9.0(7) 2.06(15) 0.44(35) E2 19+ 4759
1068.3(20) 0.8(7) 13+ 2296
1110.5(8) 4.5(6) 24− 7351
1119.2(9) 9.4(5) 2.28(35) 0.61(32) E2 22+ 6338
1142.4(15) 2.1(6) 12− 2665
aInferred from the level scheme.
bObtained from a quadrupole gate.
cTransitions where we could not get separate data for the γ rays
having nearly the same Eγ values.
dTentative assignments.
eI = 0 transitions.
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the three most backward detector rings of the Gammasphere
detector array against the three rings around 90o. In order to
carry out DCO analysis for the γ rays, the collected events
were sorted into background-subtracted gated spectra using
the BLUE software [23,24]. In the geometry used, RDCO values
of ∼1.0 and ∼0.5 are expected for stretched quadrupole and
stretched dipole transitions, respectively, when a gate is set
on a stretched quadrupole transition. Using a stretched dipole
gate, the expected values are ∼2.0 and ∼1.0 for stretched
quadrupole and stretched dipole transitions, respectively. The
expected RDCO values for the nonstretched δ ≈ 0 dipole
transitions are about the same as the ones for the stretched
quadrupole transitions. We obtained DCO ratios for more
than half of the transitions. The DCO ratios determined in
the present work are given in Table I.
The multipolarity assignments were further corroborated
by extracting the electromagnetic character of the transitions
by measuring the linear polarization of the γ rays. For this
purpose, the four-element clover detectors of the EUROBALL
detector array placed close to 90◦ relative to the beam direction
were used as Compton polarimeters [25]. Two matrices were
constructed from γ γ events; single hits in any detectors were
placed on one axis while the added-back double-hit scattering
events were placed on the other axis. In the first (second)
matrix the scattering events took place perpendicular (parallel)
to the reaction plane. The number of perpendicular (N⊥) and
parallel (N‖) scatters for a given γ ray were obtained from
spectra gated on the single-hit axis of the respective matrix by
transitions in coincidence with the given γ ray. By assuming
that each clover crystal has equal efficiency, an experimental
linear polarization is defined as
P = 1
Q
N⊥ − N‖
N⊥ + N‖ , (1)
where Q is the polarization sensitivity for the clover detectors,
which is a function of the γ -ray energy [25]. Strictly speaking,
the counting rates should be normalized by a geometrical
factor a(Eγ ), which corrects for the intrinsic asymmetry of
the polarimeter. The value of a(Eγ ) is very close to 1 [1.03(2)]
for the EUROBALL clover detectors independently of the
γ -ray energy [20]; thus we accepted 1 for its value. P > 0
is characteristic for stretched E1, E2, and nonstretched M1
transitions, while P < 0 characterizes the stretched M1 and
nonstretched E1 transitions. On the basis of the deduced values
and our DCO results, 23 transitions were found to have electric
character, while 28 γ rays showed magnetic behavior. The
results of the linear-polarization analysis are summarized in
Table I.
The polarization sensitivity considerably decreases at lower
γ -ray energies; hence the linear-polarization values could not
be determined for the lower-energy transitions. Therefore,
determination of the M1 or E1 character of some of the
low-energy transitions was carried out by deriving the internal-
conversion coefficients of the γ rays determined from intensity
balances. The obtained αtot conversion coefficients are given
in Table II.
For the multipolarity determination, which was based on
the obtained DCO ratios, the linear-polarization results, and
the conversion coefficients, only electric and magnetic dipole
TABLE II. Conversion coefficients of four low-energy
transitions. The theoreticalαM1 andαE1 values are taken from
Ref. [26]. The αexp values are derived with the assumption
that the 135.5- and 160.7-keV transitions are M1.
Eγ (keV) αM1 αE1 αexp
66.8 3.45 0.71 2.84(54)
96.5 1.22 0.26 1.34(24)
129.6 0.53 0.12 0.45(15)
160.5 0.29 0.06 0.36(14)
(D) and electric quadrupole (Q) transitions were considered.
The multipolarities deduced in the present work (listed in
Table I) agree with the previously assigned multipolarities
[8,10,27,28].
III. LEVEL SCHEME
Based on the observed γ γ γ -coincidence relations as well as
energy and intensity balances we have significantly extended
the level scheme of 132La. The derived level scheme, plotted in
Fig. 2, contains six bands with 63 levels and 107 transitions, of
which 22 transitions are assigned to 132La in the present work.
We have inserted two additional levels in band 3 above the
state decaying by the 306-keV transition (305-keV transition in
Ref. [10]) and extended the band to higher spin by four levels.
An additional linking transition (575 keV) between band 3
and band 1 has been observed. We have extended band 1 by
another level. The favored signature of band 5 and a few side
levels connected to it were observed previously [27]. We have
extended band 5 above the previously known 17− state by
three levels. We could extend the previously known sequence
of side levels and their connecting transitions to the favored
signature sequence of band 5, thus assigning it as the unfavored
branch of band 5.
Probably due to the more symmetrical reactions used in
the present analysis, band 2 and the bottom part of band 3
were seen to be weaker than in previous experiments. For
this reason we were not able to verify the existence of the
previously reported transitions with energies of 501, 564, 827,
863, 1101, and 1178 keV [10], 740, 783, 827, 830, 862, and
916 keV [8], or 455 keV [29]. Otherwise, the placement of
the earlier known transitions is mostly in agreement with the
previous studies except for some minor differences.
The spin and parity assignments proposed in the present
paper are based on the known spin-parity of the low-lying
levels and on the derived internal-conversion coefficients,
linear-polarization values, and DCO ratios of γ rays between
the excited states. Definite parity was proposed to a state
if E1, M1, or quadrupole character could be determined
for one of the transitions connecting it to a state with
known parity. For the spin and parity assignments of the
excited states, it was assumed that, in the heavy-ion-induced
fusion-evaporation reactions, yrast and near-yrast states are
preferably populated. Thus, if several spin values are equally
possible, then the maximum possible spin value allowed by
the angular-distribution ratios of the transitions was assigned
to the states.
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FIG. 2. Medium- and high-spin bands of 132La obtained in the present work. The energies are given in keV, while the widths of the arrows
are proportional to the relative transition intensities.
The ground state of 132La has a lifetime of 4.8 h, and it has
a spin-parity of 2− determined from atomic beam magnetic
resonance measurements and from β logf t values [30]. A
cascade of five transitions was observed decaying to this
ground state. Earlier studies assigned dipole multipolarity to
these transitions [27] and a stretched M1 character to the
136-keV γ ray [31]. Our placement of the known transitions is
in agreement with the previous studies. For the 96-, 130-,
and 160-keV transitions of band 4, we could assign M1
character from the internal-conversion coefficients determined
by intensity balances. Based on the stretched M1 character
of these in-band transitions, we assign 4−, 5−, and 6− spin-
parities to the depopulated levels, respectively.
An isomeric state is known at 188 keV, which has a 24.3-min
half-life [32]. A spin-parity of 6− was assigned to it based on
the atomic beam magnetic resonance method [32]. We accept
the 6− spin-parity value of the long-lived isomeric state given
in Ref. [30]. The second lowest level of band 6 decays to
the isomeric state by the 169-keV stretched M1 transition
[30]. The obtained 0.65(25) DCO ratio and −0.50(30) linear-
polarization value confirm this multipolarity, which allows 5−
or 7− spin-parity for the depopulated state. We accepted the
7− one, because in rotational bands we assign increasing spin
values to the levels with increasing excitation energy. We could
not get new information on the higher-lying levels of band 6;
thus we accepted their spin-parities as they were reported in
Ref. [27].
The base state of band 1 decays by a 320-keV I = 0
E1 γ transition to the 6− isomeric state [30]. Our DCO ratio
and linear-polarization value show good agreement with this
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assignment. Thus we confirm the 6+ spin-parity of this state.
The second level of band 1 decays to the first 7− state with a
312-keVI = 0E1γ ray [30]. Therefore we assign a 7+ spin-
parity for this state. The 162-keV stretched dipole transition to
6+ and the 482-keV stretched E1 transition to 6− support
this assignment. The 7+ state decays also via a 279-keV
transition to a level which has not been associated with any
band. We confirmed that this transition has a I = 0 E1
character, and therefore a 7− spin-parity can be assigned to this
level. This shows good agreement with the M1 multipolarity
of the 202-keV transition feeding the isomeric state. The third
lowest level of band 1 decays by the 350-keV stretched E1 γ
ray to the first 7− state. This allows an 8+ or 6+ spin-parity
for the depopulated state. As it is an in-band state decaying
to a 7+ band member, we assign 8+ to this state. Both the
67- and 161-keV transitions depopulating the next two levels
in this band have stretched M1 multipolarity based on DCO
and internal-conversion coefficient results. Therefore 9+ and
10+ spin-parity assignments can be made for these levels. The
higher-lying levels of this band are connected via stretched
E2 crossover transitions as well as stretched M1 transitions,
establishing their spins and parities as they are plotted in Fig. 2.
The stretched M1 and stretched E2 characters were confirmed
for several transitions by DCO and linear-polarization results,
as seen in Table I.
Several levels of the former chiral-candidate band (band 2
in Fig. 2) decay to band 1. Our data confirm the previously
known structure of band 2, but we could not add any new
information to it. Therefore we accept the band structure as it
was reported in Ref. [10].
Band 3 is linked to five states of the yrast band (band 1) at
Iπ = 12+–16+ via five transitions. From our DCO analysis
and obtained linear-polarization values, both the 575- and
865-keV transitions have I = 0 E1 character. Based on
these results we could unambiguously assign 14− and 16−
spin-parity to the third and fifth levels of band 3. The second
level of this band is linked to the 14− state via a 259-keV
M1 γ ray, and it decays to the lowest level of the band
through a 242-keV transition; therefore we assign 12− and 13−
spin-parity to the first and second levels of band 3, respectively.
The higher-lying levels of this band are connected via stretched
E2 crossover transitions besides the stretched M1 transitions,
determining their spins and parities as shown in Fig. 2. This
band has been previously reported up to the level which is
assigned 20− in Fig. 2 [10]; in the present work we have
extended it up to the 24− state.
The bandhead of band 5 decays to the 6− state of band 4
by the 231-keV stretched M1 transition, which allows a 7− or
5− spin-parity assignment for this level. Based on the absence
of transitions to the 4− and 3− states of band 4, and given
the transitions to the lower-lying levels of band 6, we assign
a 7− spin-parity to the bandhead. This assignment is in good
agreement with the previous tentative assignment [27], and
it unambiguously establishes the negative parity of this band.
The unambiguous spins of the levels of the favored branch up
to 17− are based on the E2 or quadrupole character of the
intraband transitions. The M1 character of the 448-keV and
stretched dipole character of the 520-keV intraband transitions
provide 12− and 14− spin-parities for the second and third
levels of the unfavored branch of band 5.
IV. DISCUSSION
The main aim of the present work was to determine the
configuration of the new rotational band of 132La observed by
Grodner et al. [16] (band 3 in this work). From the present
experiments we could build a new, more complete version of
this band and determine unambiguous spins and parities for
it. Moreover, we could also determine unambiguous spins and
parities for bands 4 and 5. Considering these new experimental
observations, we have checked their consistency with the pre-
vious configuration assignments and have attempted to assign
new configurations to the bands with no previous assignments.
In order to assist in the configuration assignment of the
negative-parity band structure, we have derived the experi-
mental alignments (ix) and Routhians (e′) of the bands as they
are defined in Ref. [33] and plotted them in Fig. 3. A rotational
reference, with a variable moment of inertia Jref = J0 + ω2J1,
has been subtracted with Harris parameters J0 = 11h¯2 MeV−1
and J1 = 42h¯4 MeV−3. Values of K = 5, 6, 2, 1, and 6 were
assumed for bands 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. It has been
found that the negative-parity band structure of 132La is rather
similar to that of its isotone 134Pr, recently reported in Ref. [15].
This similarity can be used to assist in the determination of
the band configurations in 132La, and also to draw further
conclusions for the level scheme of this nucleus. Alignments
and Routhians of the lowest-lying negative-parity bands, as
well as the yrast πh11/2νh11/2 and πg7/2(h11/2)2νh11/2 bands
of 134Pr, are also plotted in the figure in order to assist in the
comparison of the bands of the two nuclei. For the 134Pr bands,
J0 = 12h¯2 MeV−1 and J1 = 29h¯4 MeV−3 Harris parameters
were used.
A. Comparison with the neighboring 134Pr
Comparing the level scheme of 132La with those of the
neighboring odd-odd lanthanum nuclei, we can find similari-
ties in the main features, e.g., the existence and doubling of the
low-lying πh11/2νh11/2 bands and the appearance of a four-
quasiparticle band. On the other hand, there are differences in
other details, e.g., the ground-state spin-parity and the features
of the negative-parity low-lying bands. Comparison with 134Pr,
however, shows a more pronounced similarity between the
negative-parity level schemes of the two nuclei.
In both nuclei, the ground-state spin-parity is 2−, and a short
I = 1 band (band 4 in 132La and band 12 in 134Pr [15]) is built
on it. Also, in both nuclei a 6− isomeric state exists close to the
ground state with bands built on them. In 134Pr, two I = 1
bands (bands 9 and 10) are built on this isomeric state and these
have similar properties and are linked together by several γ
transitions. In 132La, only one such band (band 6) is observed.
However, the poorer statistics of the 132La experiments could
lead to only the energetically favored band being observed.
The situation is similar with the πh11/2νh11/2 bands. In 134Pr,
three such bands (bands 1, 2, and 3) are observed, while in
132La there are only two (bands 1 and 2). Furthermore, in
both nuclei there exists a high-spin negative-parity band (band
3 in 132La and band 5 in 134Pr), which decays to the yrast
πh11/2νh11/2 band by I = 0 E1 transitions. In 134Pr four
high-spin negative-parity bands are reported; the yrast of these
behaves similarly to band 3 in 132La.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Experimental alignments (ix) and Routhians (e′) observed in the present work for the 132La bands (a) compared with
the corresponding values reported for the 134Pr bands (b) in Ref. [15]. Experimental points connected by solid (dashed) lines correspond to the
even-spin (odd-spin) branch of the band.
The similarity observed in the global features of these bands
in the two nuclei continues to be seen when one inspects
their alignments and Routhians as plotted in Fig. 3. Indeed,
the alignment and Routhian values of the 132La bands 3, 4,
and 6 relative to band 1 are very similar to the values of
bands 5, 12, and 10 relative to band 1 in 134Pr. However, we
can also find differences. In 132La, another I = 1 negative-
parity band (band 5) is observed; it is built on a 7− state
about 600 keV above the 6− isomeric state. This band shows
a large signature splitting with the α = 1 signature branch
being the favored one. In 134Pr, there are two bands (bands
11 and 13) which have negative parity and are about 600 keV
above the 6− isomeric state; however, these bands do not show
signature splitting. Thus these bands very likely have different
configurations. The derived alignment and Routhian values in
Fig. 3 are also different for band 5 of 132La and bands 11 and 13
of 134Pr.
B. Configurations of the observed bands
The proton and neutron Fermi levels in 132La are close to
the [550]1/2−, [411]3/2+, and [413]5/2+ proton states and
to the [514]9/2−, [400]1/2+, and [404]7/2+ neutron states,
respectively. Indeed, the lowest-energy bands in 131La are
assigned as based on the rotation-aligned [550]1/2− proton
orbital, as well as on the deformation-aligned [411]3/2+ and
[413]5/2+ proton orbitals [34]. In a similar vein in 131Ba,
the lowest-energy bands are assigned to the [514]9/2− and
[400]1/2+ neutron configurations [35]. In the odd-odd 132La,
we expect bands that are based on the combinations of the
above proton and neutron states.
1. Bands 1 and 2
The configuration and the possible chiral nature of bands
1 and 2 have been thoroughly discussed in several papers
[4,8,10,17,36]. According to those results, bands 1 and 2 both
have the πh11/2νh11/2 configuration; however, they do not
form a chiral band structure because of the very different
B(E2) values observed in the two bands. In the present work,
no new experimental data which would affect the previous
assignments could be derived for these bands. However,
the obtained results for band 3 disprove the interpretation
suggested in Ref. [17] to understand the nature of bands 1,
2, and 3. On the other hand, the observed similarity between
the level schemes of 132La and 134Pr raises the possibility
of the existence of an, as yet unidentified, third band with
πh11/2νh11/2 configuration close to the two known ones (bands
1 and 2). Such a possible band triplet might be interpreted with
the SPAC model as magnetic rotational bands with different
planar symmetries. Also, it cannot be ruled out that the possible
new πh11/2νh11/2 band may form a chiral band structure with
one of the already observed ones. Thus, it would be interesting
to search in a more sensitive experiment for the existence of
such a band having smaller relative intensity.
2. Band 3
We have derived negative parity for band 3. This contradicts
the former assignment and hence excludes the πh11/2νh11/2
configuration. Furthermore, the observed alignment of this
band is ∼6h¯ larger than that of band 1, which shows that
it has a four-quasiparticle configuration. Similarity between
132La and 134Pr suggests theπg7/2(h11/2)2νh11/2 configuration;
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Aligned angular momenta (Ix) and
(b) experimental total Routhians (E′) of bands 1 and 3 compared
with that of the calculated values for the candidate configurations.
however, the possibility of other negative-parity four-
quasiparticle configurations also should be taken into ac-
count. Indeed, a similar negative-parity four-quasiparticle
band has been found in the neighboring 134La and the
πh11/2νg7/2(h11/2)2 [37] or πg7/2νh311/2 [38] configuration has
been assigned to it. 132La is a γ -soft nucleus with opposite
shape-driving properties of the active particle-type proton
and hole-type neutron orbitals; thus the exact nuclear shape
strongly influences which of the possible configurations is
actually favored.
To assist in the configuration determination, total Routhian
surface (TRS) calculations based on the Woods-Saxon crank-
ing formalism have been performed [39–41]. The results of
the calculations are compared with the experimental aligned
angular momenta and Routhians derived for bands 1 and 3 in
Fig. 4. The labeling of the single-quasiparticle orbitals is given
in Table III.
The lowest-energy negative-parity four-quasiparticle con-
figurations can be based on the E(a,b) or the B(e,f) TRS
configurations coupled to an aligned pair of h11/2 protons
or h11/2 neutrons, where (a,b) and (e,f) correspond to the
two signature branches. Three of these configurations, the
B(e,f)π (h11/2)2, the B(e,f)ν(h11/2)2, and the E(a,b)ν(h11/2)2,
are predicted by the TRS calculations to appear at lowest
energy. Total Routhians (E′) and aligned angular momenta (Ix)
of these configurations are compared with the experimental
values derived for band 3 in Fig. 4. For the sake of clarity,
TABLE III. Labels used for the quasiproton (p) and quasineutron
(n) states of parity π and signature α.
p n
π ,α Label Shell model π ,α Label Shell model
(+,+1/2) A g7/2, d5/2 (+,+1/2) a s1/2
(+,−1/2) B g7/2, d5/2 (+,−1/2) b s1/2
(−,−1/2) E h11/2 (−,−1/2) e h11/2
(−,+1/2) F h11/2 (−,+1/2) f h11/2
only one calculated signature branch is plotted for each con-
figuration. The calculated and observed values are also plotted
for band 1, and the experimental Routhians were normalized
to the calculated Routhian of band 1 at h¯ω ≈ 0.47 MeV by
adding the same constant value to the Routhians of the two
bands. It is seen that, among the three possible configurations,
the B(e,f)π (h11/2)2 best fits the experimental values of band
3. Moreover, the calculated signature splitting for this con-
figuration is very small, in agreement with the experimental
value, while the calculated signature splittings of the two other
configurations are about 400 keV. Thus, the comparison with
the TRS calculations confirms the configuration assignment
suggested by the similarity between 134Pr and 132La.
To further strengthen the assignment of the quasiparticle
configuration of band 3, experimental B(M1; I → I − 1)/
B(E2; I → I − 2) ratios of reduced transition probabilities
have been extracted from the measured Iγ (M1)/Iγ (E2)
branching ratios and compared with predictions obtained using
the geometrical model of Do¨nau and Frauendorf [42]. In
the calculations, Kn and in were approximated with constant
values as listed in Table IV; the appropriate gn values were
taken from Ref. [43]. The rotational gyromagnetic factor
of gR = Z/A was used in the calculations, while the Q0
electric quadrupole moments and the γ -shape parameters
were derived from the nuclear shape predicted by the TRS
calculations. The comparison shown in Fig. 5 also confirms the
πg7/2(h11/2)2νh11/2 configuration for band 3. The calculated
B(M1; I → I − 1)/B(E2; I → I − 2) ratios for the other
possible configurations are about two orders of magnitude
lower than the experimental ones, and therefore they are not
plotted in the figure.
3. Band 4
Band 4 has very similar characteristics to those of band 12 in
134Pr. Indeed, both have similar Routhian and alignment values
TABLE IV. Parameters used for the calculation of
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios.
Configuration g factor K ix
πh11/2 1.33 1.5 4.5
πg7/2 0.75 2.5 1.5
πd5/2 1.40 1.5 1.5
νh11/2 −0.18 4.5 2
νs1/2 −1.27 0.5 0
νg7/2 0.3 3.5 1
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and have a 2− bandhead that is the ground state. Based on this
similarity, we expect a π [413]5/2ν[514]9/2 configuration for
this band.
The small alignment value for band 4 indicates a two-
quasiparticle character. Its negative parity requires involve-
ment of either the proton or the neutron h11/2 single-particle
orbital in the configuration. However, its small alignment value
excludes the rotation-aligned proton h11/2 orbit. Thus, its pos-
sible configuration is either π [413]5/2ν[514]9/2 or π [411]3/
2ν[514]9/2, both of which contain deformation-aligned
orbitals. According to the Gallagher-Moskowski rule [44], the
bandhead spin of the first configuration would be 2h¯, while
the spin of the second configuration is expected to be 6h¯.
Thus, it is a reasonable assumption that band 4 corresponds
to the π [413]5/2ν[514]9/2 configuration similarly to band
12 in 134Pr.
4. Bands 5 and 6
Unambiguous spin and parity values derived for bands 5 and
6 in the present work confirmed their previous tentative spin-
parity assignments, according to which both of these bands
have negative parity. Their small alignment values indicate
two-quasiparticle configurations. Band 6 shows similarity with
band 10 in 134Pr; however, band 5 has no partner band among
the negative-parity bands of 134Pr. Indeed, a large (≈200 keV)
signature splitting is observed for this band, a feature that has
not been observed for any of the two-quasiparticle negative-
parity bands in 134Pr. Furthermore, the alignment of band 5 is
considerably larger than that of the possible similar bands in
134Pr.
The favored branch of band 5 was first reported in Ref. [27]
and a doubly decoupled nature was suggested for it based
on the facts that only the odd-spin states of the band were
observed and that the level spacings were found to be similar
to that of the ground-state band of 130Ba. Later, the same group
measured the lifetimes of the two lowest transitions [45], from
which they determined the β deformation parameter. They
also could reproduce the doubly-decoupled nature and the
experimental level-energy spacings by a pseudospin coupling
model involving the proton (h11/2,
 = 1/2) state and the
neutron d3/2s1/2 pseudospin doublet. Therefore, we accept this
configuration for band 5.
Band 6 is built on the 6− isomeric state similarly to band 10
in 134Pr. The two bands also have similar Routhian and align-
ment values. This similarity suggests the π [411]3/2ν[514]9/2
configuration for band 6. This assignment is also in good
agreement with the πg7/2νh11/2 configuration suggested in
Ref. [27].
V. SUMMARY
Study of the medium- and high-spin states of 132La
has been carried out based on the data obtained in two
fusion-evaporation experiments with the EUROBALL and
Gammasphere detector arrays. The aim of the present study
was to determine the configuration of band 3, part of which was
observed previously and tentatively assigned to a πh11/2νh11/2
configuration magnetic rotational band. We have analyzed the
triple-γ coincidence relations, DCO angular correlations, and
linear polarizations of the observed γ transitions. Furthermore,
the internal-conversion coefficients of several low-energy
transitions also have been derived from intensity balances.
As a result of the present work, we have rebuilt the level
scheme of 132La, inserting new levels into band 3 and extending
it to spin 24, as well as extending the other bands. Based
on the deduced angular correlations, linear polarizations, and
internal-conversion coefficients, we could assign unambiguous
spin and parity values to most of the excited states. The new
firm energy, spin, and parity values of the levels enabled a more
reliable configuration identification, which has been performed
by comparing the experimental data with results of calculations
and with that of neighboring nuclei. It has been shown that
the configuration of band 3 is πg7/2(h11/2)2νh11/2 instead
of the previously thought πh11/2νh11/2; thus the previously
suggested πh11/2νh11/2 magnetic rotational triplet assignment
of bands 1, 2, and 3 cannot be held. On the other hand, it
has been found that the medium-spin band structure of 132La
is quite similar to that of 134Pr. Thus, taking into account that
three πh11/2νh11/2 bands have been observed in 134Pr, it cannot
be ruled out that 132La also has three such bands forming the
expected magnetic rotational triplet. Nor can it be ruled out
that a possible new πh11/2νh11/2 band forms a chiral band
structure with one of the already observed ones. Thus, we
cannot count the question of chirality in 132La as an answered
one. Therefore, it would be interesting to search for the third
πh11/2νh11/2 band of 132La in a new high-statistics experiment.
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